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Abstract—Technological advancement in data transfer and
connection has driven massive data growth. Within the
semiconductor cyber manufacturing environment, in order to
cope with rapid data transfer enabled by the Internet of Things
(IoT) technology, rapid query processing becomes a priority.
Especially, in the era of Industry 4.0, semiconductor
manufacturing that operates within cyber-physical systems
(CPS) relies heavily on the reporting function to monitor
delicate wafer processing. Thus, delay in reporting which is
usually caused by slow query processing is intolerable.
Materialized views (MVs) are usually used in order to improve
query processing speed. Nevertheless, as MVs requires database
space and maintenance, the decision to use MVs is not
determined by time factor only. Thus, MVs selection is a
problem that calls for an efficient selection algorithm that can
deal with several constraints at a time. In this paper, we reveal
the criteria of optimisation algorithms that were proposed to
deal with MVs selection problem. In particular, this paper
attempts to evaluate the coverage and limitations of the
algorithm under study.
Index Terms—Materialised View Selection; Bio-Inspired
Algorithm; Optimisation Algorithm; Cyber Manufacturing;
Industry 4.0.

I. INTRODUCTION
The prediction of rapid growth in manufacturing has come to
reality due to technological advancement in “Internet of
things" (IoT) that utilises high volumes of interconnected
sensors and automated hardware instruments [1]. In the era of
Industry 4.0, semiconductor manufacturing especially has
been strategically located within cyber-physical systems
(CPS). Semiconductor cyber manufacturing is employed
within CPS to utilise transformative technologies to enable
data translation from multiple interconnected systems into
predictable operations for competitive performance [2].
Because semiconductor processes are delicate and require
close monitoring, sensors are utilised to overcome human
operators’ weaknesses [2]. These sensors are installed within
interconnected machines and hardware to record real-time
data from a great number of complex fabrication processes
[3].
Within CPS, semiconductor manufacturers are capable of
achieving rapid data transfer and storage with the Internet of
Data (IoD) [4]. However, rapid data transfer makes query
processing a challenge, as it now becomes a priority. For
instance, the requirement of rapid wafer fabrication and
production for wafer semiconductor manufacturing industry
like SilTerra Malaysia Sdn Bhd has made a delay in query
processing intolerable [5]. This is because production

monitoring relies heavily on reporting function whose
performance is determined by query processing speed. The
architecture of SilTerra’s Reporting System is as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Architecture of Silterra's Interconnected Reporting System

The complexity of fabrication processes is caused by the
diversity of product mix where any occurrence of disruptions
requires fast handling [6]. Sensors record raw data produced
by these processes and stored into a massive transaction
history. These transaction history records are persistently
stored in databases that grow over time. These records are
queried to generate reports for monitoring. As every
transaction that occurs in fabrication processes is recorded,
the manufacturing industry has been reported as having the
largest amount of data [7], [8], [9], [10]. With massive
volumes of data, manual reporting is no longer feasible in
cyber manufacturing. The manual reporting is not only labour
intensive but also questionable in achieving time-sensitive
production goal [11],[12]. Data that are extracted from
databases through queries are used to generate reports. Using
large databases to produce reports, the problem that hinders
rapid data extraction (and thus rapid reporting) in this
industry is slow query processing.
In order to handle reporting delay, materialised views
(MVs) are usually used to speed up query processing. Using
MVs, complex queries that require a longer time to complete
can be pre-computed in advanced, and thus less time is taken
for query processing.
Nevertheless, MVs requires database space because the
results of the pre-computed queries are stored in the database.
Concern regarding storage space is crucial especially for
organisations that are moving towards green data
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management [13]. In addition, as MVs are created based on
existing database tables, MVs must be refreshed for any
updates made against their base tables. Without the refresh
process, data extracted from MVs are inconsistent with the
data in the base tables. Thus, the decision to use MVs is not
determined by the time factor only. Other constraints are
usually taken into consideration in selecting the optimal MVs.
MVs selection is a problem that calls for an efficient
selection algorithm that can deal with several constraints at a
time [14]. MV selection problem refers to the selection of MV
which is suitable to materialise to reach stability between the
factors of increased query performance and low
computational cost [15]. Also, the main reason for view
selection problem is to decrease cost function or either one of
the constraints. In another study by Karde and Thakare (2010)
the view selection problem is defined as a problem to select a
set of views to materialise which can minimise the sum of the
total response time of query and also the maintenance of
selected views [16]. Hence, the optimal query performance
for a given query workload is achieved.
Selecting MV problem becomes a complex selection
problem due to the enormous number of MVs [17].
Therefore, artificial intelligence optimisation algorithms are
increasingly used to solve the problem.
In this paper, we aim to reveal the criteria of optimisation
algorithms (bio-inspired and non-bio inspired) that were
proposed to deal with MVs selection problem. In particular,
this paper attempts to study the coverage and limitations of
the algorithms under study.
In the next section, several optimisation algorithms for MV
selection will be presented. In Section III, the coverage of
criteria (constraints) of the selection algorithms will be
reported. Finally, Section IV, concludes this paper.
II. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
Several algorithms are used to optimise MVs in terms of
speed or response time. Metaheuristic algorithms are widely
used in the optimisation field for its better performance as
compared to heuristic algorithms (see for example in software
defect prediction [18]). Metaheuristics algorithms are often
effective in solving difficult optimisation problems and often
mimicking some successful characteristics in nature (natureinspired) [19]. Metaheuristics efficiently explore search space
to find near best or optimal solution [20]. Examples of
metaheuristic optimisation algorithms are Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO), Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO). These algorithms are also
known as bio-inspired (or nature-inspired) algorithms. An
example of heuristic algorithms is the greedy algorithm [21].
ACO and GA have been reported as among the powerful
bio-inspired algorithms [22]. GA is said as suitable to solve
MV selection problem as it works to find an optimal solution
[23]. In another study, (PSO) have been reported for their
potential to solve similar selection problem [24]. Even though
(PSO) is least explored in MV selection, this algorithm has
shown better performance as compared to the heuristic
algorithm and non bio-inspired algorithm.
In the study by Sun and Wang (2009), the performance of
PSO has been evaluated against a greedy-based, Heuristic
algorithm (HA) and GA in MV selection. The results showed
that PSO achieves better performance than the others [24].
Meanwhile, Zhang, Sun and Wang (2009), compared the
Memetic algorithm (MA) with GA to deal with MV selection
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problem [25]. The researchers claimed that MA could find
better optimal MV regarding storage space as compared to
GA and heuristic algorithm.
Karde and Thakare (2010) tested the Tree-based MV
selection algorithm and node selection algorithm to speed up
MV selection in a distributed environment [16]. The results
obtained suggest that the shortest processing time can be
revealed by this algorithm, where the total cost of query
processing has been considered as the selection constraint.
A hybrid algorithm that integrates GA and ACO has been
proposed by Zhou, Geng and Xu (2011) aims to obtain the
least maintenance cost and rapid response of user queries
[26]. The hybrid algorithm has been proved to become
practical tools for data warehouse evolution, by gaining nearoptimal solutions in limited time. Drias (2011) also utilised a
hybrid method by combining ACO and Tabu search to
improve queries performance [17]. The algorithms were
implemented to take up scalability challenge for searching
process. GA has also been used in MV selection within data
warehouse context where the concept of the vector has been
embedded in the algorithm [27].
In 2013, ACO’s contribution to solving MV problems can
be seen for example in the study by Tiwari (2013) where
hybrids of ACO is applied in a distributed database. In this
study, the algorithm seeks an optimal solution in solving
database volume issue in relation to MVs [28]. The study also
supports that the hybrid ACO improves the performance of
distributed query optimisation.
Datta and Dey (2015) used the Apriori algorithm to
generate optimal MV candidates by considering the
frequencies of the attributes queried [29]. The algorithm is
used to design a method that identifies data sets that will be
materialised based on their frequencies and dependencies on
other data. The algorithm has been regarded as scalable and
dynamic by fixing the frequencies of attributes occurrences.
In another work by Arun and Kumar (2015), an improved
algorithm to select near-optimal sets of views for
materialisation has been proposed [30]. The improved
algorithm is Bee Colony Optimization (BCO) algorithm, that
is able to minimise the response time of analytical queries for
efficient strategic decision-making. As shown in Table 1, the
optimisation algorithms proposed between the year 20092016 fall under bio-inspired and non-bio-inspired algorithm.
While some of these algorithms have been proposed
individually to solve MV selection problem, we can also see
the proposals of hybrid algorithms (where the functionality of
different algorithms are integrated for better performance).
As shown in Table 1, it can be observed from the studies
covered in this paper that, MVs selection problems have been
addressed by algorithms that are mostly under the bioinspired category. These algorithms are GA, PSO, MA, ACO,
Novel Shuffled Frog Leaping (SFL). Another bio-inspired
algorithm like Bat algorithm has been used in solving query
processing problem [20] but has not been tested in MV
selection. In fact, the algorithms in this category have been
chosen to address MV selection problems due to several
reasons.
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Table 1
Previous Works on Materialized Views Selection

require very low computation time. BCO potential can be
expanded if combined with other algorithms [32].
While each proposal for MV selection algorithm has
demonstrated
the
algorithm efficiency
regarding
computational performance, the coverage of constraints
under consideration might be of interest for the query
optimisation practitioners, especially in a cyber
manufacturing context. This is because the decision regarding
the adoption of MVs in speeding up reporting should consider
the costs associated with it. In the next section, we examine
the coverage of the algorithms that deal with MV selection
problems. The focus is given to bio-inspired algorithms.
III. MATERIALIZED VIEWS SELECTION CRITERIA
There are three constraints commonly used in solving MV
selection problem. As shown in Table 2, these three
constraints are storage space, the time taken for query
processing, and maintenance cost. ACO, as proposed by Gao
and Song (2010) [31], has considered all three criteria in MV
selection. Hybrid ACO (2011) by Drias (2011) and Tiwari
(2013), however, did not cover maintenance cost in their
algorithm [17], [28].
GA proposed by Chaves in 2009 and by Talebian and
Kareem in 2011 covers space and time [33], [27]; by Zhou,
Geng, and Xu in 2011 and by Zhou, He, Li in 2012, both
covers time and cost [26], [34].
Furthermore, PSO by Sun and Wang (2009), MA by Zhang
(2009) and BCO by Arun and Kumar (2015) only focused on
time constraint [24], [25], [30]. BCO proposed in 2015 that
covers only time constraint [30] has been improved by the
same authors by adding space constraint [35]. Finally, SFL
proposed in 2010 covered time and cost constraints.
Table 2
Previous Work with Fulfilled Criteria
Year

For example, GA’s is used as it is good in solving NP-hard
problems. However, although the algorithm is popular in
solving NP-hard problems, the algorithm is reportedly
demonstrated lower performance than ACO in selecting MVs
under varying space limitation constraint [31].
MA has a simple concept and easy to implement, and it
offers computational efficiency and better intensification
power of local search as compared to evolutionary
algorithms. This algorithm has been successfully
implemented for several NP-hard combinatorial optimisation
problems with confirmation of efficient results. Moreover,
this algorithm is similar to GA with different names of
chromosome elements, which are called memes, not genes.
However, unlike GA, all offspring and chromosomes in MA
are allowed to gain experience.
PSO can control robustness with easy parameters even
though it has a simple concept. It also provides computational
efficiency.
ACO is useful for query optimisation in a distributed
database, and its performance can be improved if combined
with heuristic [17]. Furthermore, the algorithm has
characteristics such as intelligent search techniques,
robustness, distributed computing, global optimisation and
the ability to integrate with other heuristics algorithm.
BCO uses the concept of artificial bees that collaborate to
solve difficult combinatorial optimisation problem and

Space

Time

2009 [33]
2009 [24]
2009 [25]
2010 [31]
2010 [36]
2011 [17]

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

2011 [27]

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

2011 [26]
2012 [34]
2013 [28]
2015 [30]
2015 [35]

✓

✓

Maintenance
Cost

✓
✓

✓
✓

Algorithm
GA
PSO
MA
ACO
SFL
ACO + Tabu
Search
Vector Evaluated
GA (VEGA)
Improved GA
GA
Hybrid ACO
BCO
Improved BCO

In comparison, ACO has shown the most coverage in terms
of the types of constraints considered in MV selection. In fact,
this algorithm is used to solve several hard problems such as
in improving response query time, maintaining the least cost,
determining best views, managing storage and dealing with
increasing database size. The algorithm has its potential in
solving MV selection problems either individually, or by
integrating it with other algorithms.
Nevertheless, Tiwari (2013) highlighted the limitation of
ACO where, given unsystematic information in distributed
database queries, the algorithm has shown slow performance
in convergence speed [28]. This limitation, however, can be
offset by other ACO’s strong characteristics such as
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intelligent search algorithms, distributed computing, global
optimisation, robustness and ability to combine with other
heuristics. Furthermore, this algorithm uses a quick genetic
operator and selects the next state to accelerate actions [22].
In ACO, the ants find better solutions by updating
pheromones. The pheromone is additional information in the
algorithm that is used to decrease exploration ability in the
algorithm. Moreover, an ant colony is regarded as an
intelligent entity due to the great level of self-organisation
and the ability to perform complex tasks. It also inspired
many researchers to develop new clarification for problem
optimisation in computer science [37]. Nevertheless, to
empower the ability of ACO, combination with other
algorithms might be necessary. El-Sawy and Zaki (2013)
suggest that the combination of metaheuristics algorithms
with other optimisation algorithms can offer more efficient
behaviour and higher flexibility when dealing with largescale problems in the real world [38].

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of MV selection which is driven
by the requirement of rapid query processing in cyber
manufacturing domain has been presented. The algorithms
that were proposed to deal with MV selection (from 20092016) have revealed the popularity of bio-inspired algorithm
in solving the problem. Nevertheless, most of these
algorithms have a limitation regarding the coverage of
selection constraints. While ACO seems promising in MV
selection under the space, time and cost constraints, the
ability of this algorithm to cover all of these constraints in its
hybrid form has not been tested. Furthermore, the question of
the practicality of ACO in supporting cyber manufacturing
rapid reporting function (by speeding up MV selection)
requires further investigation.
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